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Abstract—Millimeter wave (mmWave) communications are
recognized as a key technology in 5G architecture by achieving
highly boosted data rates due to the large available bandwidth.
For proper mmWave air interface design, the impact of hard-
ware impairments leading to performance degradations have to
be considered adequately in practical systems. In this paper,
we study the hardware aspects phase noise, non-linear power
amplifiers, IQ imbalance, and analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
resolution using appropriate models at mmWave frequency and
evaluate the performance in an outdoor urban mmWave scenario.
The respective influence on two air interfaces, namely, orthogo-
nal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and single-carrier
frequency domain equalization (SC-FDE), are analyzed and
compared. It is shown that SC-FDE is much more robust against
impairments from non-linear power amplifiers, IQ imbalance
and ADC resolution than OFDM for a typical mmWave system
configuration. Although this less robustness of OFDM systems
is compensated by channel coding significantly, SC-FDE with
minimum mean square error equalization can still outperform
OFDM in some coded cases.

I. INTRODUCTION

For practical system designs of mmWave access at high
frequencies between 3GHz and 300GHz, hardware impair-
ments from the radio frequency (RF) chains should be consid-
ered adequately for realistic performance evaluations. In [1],
several hardware aspects are described to facilitate 60 GHz
simulations intended for wireless personal area networks
(WPAN), including phase noise (PN), non-linear power am-
plifiers (NPA), and IQ imbalance. Proper modeling of these
imperfections at mmWave range is of special importance and
is required to study the resulting performance degradation in
different channel scenarios. These aspects are investigated in
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels at 60 GHz
for orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and
single-carrier frequency domain equalization (SC-FDE) sys-
tems in [2]. Similar investigations and comparisons are pre-
sented for an indoor WPAN environment in [3]. In this
paper, we consider an outdoor mmWave scenario with a
recently proposed 3D channel model [4] using a sectorized
beamforming model [5]. Employing this mmWave channel
with beamforming we performed an initial comparison of
OFDM and SC-FDE assuming perfect hardware configurations
in [6]. Here, we extend this analysis by incorporating hardware
impairments and study the corresponding impact on both air
interfaces. The numerical results give insights into practical
system design for outdoor mmWave communications.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
system setup including the employed mmWave channel model
as well as parametrization for link level simulations is in-
troduced in Section II. The impact of hardware impairments,
namely, phase noise, non-linear power amplifier, IQ imbalance,
and analog-to-digital converter (ADC) resolution, are analyzed
in Section III, Section IV, Section V, and Section VI in suc-
cession. Performance evaluations that highlight the comparison
between OFDM and SC-FDE transmissions in both uncoded
and coded systems with the respective impairment are also
presented in detail. Section VII concludes this paper.

II. SYSTEM SETUP

A single-stream mmWave communication system is consid-
ered in outdoor urban non line of sight (NLOS) scenarios using
the channel model proposed in [4] at 73 GHz. To compensate
the large path-loss at mmWave range, a sectorized beamform-
ing model [5] is employed and built on top of the channel, as
described in [6]. Specifically, we adopt a beam with a constant
gain within a given beamwidth θ. This beam is steered in
the direction leading to the highest receive signal to noise
ratio (SNR). Note that narrower beam yields less frequency
selectivity of the mmWave channel [6]. Without hardware
impairments, it is well known that SC-FDE with minimum
mean square error (MMSE) equalization outperforms OFDM
in uncoded systems whereas OFDM becomes superior to SC-
FDE applying coding [7]. However, due to reduced peak to
average power ratio (PAPR), SC-FDE might be beneficial over
OFDM considering hardware impairments, as discussed in this
work.

For performance evaluation, the numerology for OFDM and
SC-FDE transmissions follows those in the METIS project [8].
Each data frame employs NC = 2048 subcarriers and 4-QAM
modulation with a subcarrier spacing of ∆f = 720 kHz if not
otherwise stated. The length of cyclic prefix (CP) is set to be
1/8 of the data frame, which is sufficient to avoid interference
from the previous frame when employing a beamwidth of
θ = 7◦ in the beamforming model [6]. In coded systems, an
LDPC code of rate RC = 0.5 is used to encode each data frame
individually with a maximum of 100 iterations for decoding.
The SNR is defined as Eb/N0 = 1/

(
log2(M)RCσ

2
n

)
to

include to impact of modulation alphabet M , the code rate
RC, and the noise variance σ2

n.



III. PHASE NOISE

In communication systems, mixers are applied for signal
up-conversion at the transmitter and down-conversion at the
receiver using local oscillators to generate carrier signals
operating at the prescribed carrier frequency. However, due
to random deviation of the output signal frequency around the
carrier, it is infeasible that both oscillators at the transmitter
and the receiver operate exactly at the same carrier frequency.
Such a mismatch leads to signal distortion in form of inter-
carrier interference (ICI) and inter-symbol interference (ISI)
for OFDM and SC-FDE transmissions, respectively. In order
to capture this effect, the instability of carrier signal generators
is depicted by the phase noise (PN) since the frequency offset
yields a random phase difference for the time domain samples.
Thus, an appropriate PN model is required to consider this
hardware impairment for performance evaluations.

In [9], a typical PN model based on its power spectral
density (PSD) is presented for performance evaluation in IEEE
P802.11 WLAN standardization. This model can be viewed as
a high-pass filter with PSD given by

PSD(f) = δ · 1 + (f/fz)
2

1 + (f/fp)2
, (1)

where δ represents the low frequency phase noise level. The
pole and zero frequencies are denoted by fp and fz , which
indicate the low and high frequency transitions, respectively.
Assuming typical values fp = 1 MHz and fz = 100 MHz for
60 GHz PN modeling [9], the one-sided PSD with different δ
values is shown in Fig. 1. As can be observed, the noise level
transits from δ at low frequencies to a noise floor δ − 40 dB
at high frequencies. Note that this 40 dB gap can be easily
obtained by forcing f → ∞ in (1) with the given fp and fz
values above.

As an alternative, a PN model using another PSD defi-
nition is given in [10] being consistent with the theoretical
background in view of correlation functions. The PSD with a
logarithmic decay is given by

PSD(f) = 10−c +


10−a |f | ≤ fl
10−a(f/fl)

−b f > fl

10−a(−f/fl)−b f < −fl
(2)

with fitting parameters a, b, c and the low transition frequency
fl equivalent to fp in (1) for the IEEE model. For coherence,
the parameters in this PN model are selected to fit best with
the IEEE model [11]. The resulting PSD is again shown in
Fig. 1 with different δ values, where both PN models coincide
well except for a slight PSD discrepancy around the low
frequency transition. Specifically, a hard transit is observed
for the model [10]. In the sequel, we adopt the PSD model
(2) for performance evaluation without special preference to
either model.

For system evaluation with PN using the given PSD model
(2), a Gaussian noise sequence is firstly generated. By fast
Fourier transform (FFT) its frequency domain representation
is achieved, multiplied with the PSD samples and subsequently
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Fig. 1: One-sided PSD characteristics for PN modeling with
different low frequency phase noise level δ, IEEE model (1)
( ) and logarithmic decay model (2) ( ).

transformed back to time domain by inverse fast Fourier
transform (IFFT) yielding the PN sequence ϕ. By element-
wise multiplication of the time samples of the transmit or the
receive signal with ejϕ the PN is introduced. This procedure
for incorporating PN is shown in Fig. 2. It is noted that the PN
needs to be considered at both transmitter and receiver side.

AWGN FFT IFFT

PSD
ϕ (PN)

Fig. 2: Block diagram for PN generation using given PSD.

The error rate performance considering PN with varying δ
is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 for OFDM and SC-FDE with
MMSE equalization, respectively. Both uncoded bit error rates
(BER) and coded frame error rates (FER) are presented, where
a frame error occurs when at least one bit is in error over
the whole frame. As expected for the ideal case without PN,
SC-FDE outperforms OFDM for uncoded transmission and
the performance is comparable for coded transmission [6].
In case of PN, the system performance degrades in general,
where more severe PN is indicated by a larger low frequency
phase noise level δ. For uncoded systems, the performance
suffers only slightly at high SNR with δ = −90 dBc/Hz.
Interestingly, by comparing Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 4(a) it can be
observed that OFDM is more robust against PN than SC-FDE.
Specifically, OFDM even outperforms SC-FDE with PN of
δ = −80 dBc/Hz or more at high SNR. This can be explained
by comparing the signal constellations after equalization [12],
as shown in Fig. 5 for OFDM and SC-FDE at Eb/N0 = 36 dB.
Therein, the ICI for OFDM and the ISI for SC-FDE originated
from PN yield circles and arcs, respectively, indicating that
OFDM corresponds to more equalized signal samples that are
closer to the noise-free constellation points than SC-FDE and
thus is less sensitive to PN.

In coded systems, the impairment from PN is mitigated
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Fig. 3: Error rate for OFDM with PN of different low
frequency phase noise level δ, (a) for uncoded BER and (b)
for coded FER.
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Fig. 4: Error rate for SC-FDE with PN of different low
frequency phase noise level δ, (a) for uncoded BER and (b)
for coded FER.

tremendously by channel coding for both OFDM and SC-
FDE systems. For instance, PN with δ = −85 dBc/Hz
already approaches the ideal case also in the high SNR region.
Furthermore, OFDM achieves much lower error floor than SC-
FDE at, e.g., δ = −80 dBc/Hz since channel coding is able
to better exploit the channel frequency selectivity for OFDM.
Note that the FER in this case even raises with growing
SNR. This is because the soft demapper that produces bit-level
log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) for channel decoding assumes
Gaussian interference and noise. When the ICI and ISI power
caused by PN become dominant compared to the AWGN
variance as the SNR increases, the LLRs may not be calculated
precisely, thus leading to degraded performance.

IV. NON-LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS

In case of linear power amplifiers (LPA), the transmit signals
would only be scaled linearly without distortion. However,
in practice each amplifier shows a non-linear behaviour, e.g.,
input signals of large amplitude are clipped. For modeling of
such non-linear characteristics, the modified Rapp model [1],
[13] is commonly used to describe the input-output character-
istics of the NPA. Denoting xin the input voltage level of the
power amplifier, the output voltage level xout is described by
the amplitude modulation to amplitude modulation (AM-AM)
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Fig. 5: Equalized signal constellation with PN of δ =
−80 dBc/Hz and Eb/N0 = 36 dB, (a) for OFDM and (b)
for SC-FDE.

characteristic

xout = FAM-AM(xin) = Gxin/

(
1 +

(
Gxin

Vsat

)2p
) 1

2p

(3)

and the phase change ψ between input and output signals is
modeled by the amplitude modulation to phase modulation
(AM-PM) characteristics

ψ = FAM-PM(xin) = Axqin/
(

1 +
(xin

B

)q)
. (4)

The gain of the power amplifier G, the saturation voltage level
Vsat, the smoothness factor p controlling the curvature of the
AM-AM saturation transfer behavior and the fitting parameters
A, B, q, are set to G = 16, Vsat = 1.9, p = 1.1, A = −345,
B = 0.17 and q = 4 following [14] for performance evaluation
at 60 GHz in the WPAN standardization. Using these numbers,
the AM-AM and AM-PM characteristics are plotted in Fig. 6.
It can be observed that linear behavior as well as negligible
phase change is only achieved with small input signal voltage.
As the input voltage level increases, the output voltage level
saturates at Vsat = 1.9, whereas the phase change converges
to no more than −0.3 in rad (approximately -17◦).
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Fig. 6: Input-output characteristics for NPA using modified
Rapp model, (a) for AM-AM and (b) for AM-PM.

In order to avoid non-linear distortions such as signal
clipping and phase rotation, the power amplifier should be
operated in the linear zone. For this purpose, the input signal
power needs to be backed off to keep the signal within the



linear zone at the expense of lower power efficiency. This is
especially important for input signals with a high PAPR since
the operating point of the power amplifier changes. To quantify
the amount of power that is backed off for the NPA, the output
back-off (OBO) power ratio in dB is defined as

OBO = 10 log10

Psat

Pout
, (5)

where Psat and Pout represent the saturation output power and
the average output power emitted from the NPA. Larger OBO
leads to improved linearity but a lower receive SNR [15].
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Fig. 7: Error rate for OFDM using 4-QAM and NPA with
different OBO, (a) for uncoded BER and (b) for coded FER.
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Fig. 8: Error rate for SC-FDE using 4-QAM and NPA with
different OBO, (a) for uncoded BER and (b) for coded FER.

In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, both uncoded BER and coded FER for
OFDM and SC-FDE using 4-QAM with NPA parameters from
[14] and different OBO values are presented, respectively. The
power inefficiency caused by power back-off is not included
here. As can be observed, larger OBO leads to improved
performance in general. SC-FDE is much more robust against
signal distortions from NPA than OFDM. For example, in un-
coded cases with OBO = 1 dB, SC-FDE leads only to a small
performance degradation compared to the ideal case (LPA),
whereas OFDM encounters an error floor. This confirms that
OFDM is very sensitive to NPA due to higher PAPR resulting
in a large dynamic range of the transmit signal envelope.
Additionally, although having constant signal envelope for
4-QAM, SC-FDE still requires OBO = 2 dB to reach the
performance using LPA because of the AM-PM distortion
shown in Fig. 6. In case of coded systems, the impairment from

NPA is mitigated to some extent. Exemplarily, as observed in
Fig. 8(b) for SC-FDE, OBO = 1 dB already approaches the
ideal case (LPA) with only a slight performance loss.

Subsequently, performance results indicating the impact
of NPA for larger modulation schemes are presented. The
uncoded BER for OFDM and SC-FDE are plotted in Fig. 9
and Fig. 10 for 16-QAM and 64-QAM, respectively. Again,
the robustness of SC-FDE against NPA over OFDM is con-
firmed. Furthermore, using the same OBO is not sufficient
to achieve reasonable performance for higher modulation
alphabets. Thus, larger OBO values are required to approach
the benchmark performance of LPA, however, by sacrificing
the power efficiency.
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Fig. 9: Uncoded BER for (a) OFDM and (b) SC-FDE using
16-QAM and NPA with different OBO.
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Fig. 10: Uncoded BER for (a) OFDM and (b) SC-FDE using
64-QAM and NPA with different OBO.

The previous results on NPA do not include the power loss
caused by OBO. Although larger OBO forces the operating
point of the NPA back to the linear zone, thus reducing non-
linear distortions, this also leads to decreased receive SNR
which in turn reduces estimation performance. Considering
this trade-off, there must exist an optimal OBO value that
reaches a compromise between both counterparts to achieve
the best performance [15]. To this end, a numerical search
is initiated by simulating over a sequence of successive OBO
values with a fixed Eb/N0 +OBO. In this way, the power loss
from OBO is included in the analysis as a higher OBO value
corresponds to a smaller receive SNR.

For varying OBO Fig. 11, Fig. 12, and Fig. 13 indicate the
impact on the uncocded BER and the coded FER of OFDM
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Fig. 11: Error rate for OFDM and SC-FDE using 4-QAM
and NPA with different OBO at fixed Eb/N0 + OBO, (a) for
uncoded BER at Eb/N0 + OBO = 26 dB and (b) for coded
FER at Eb/N0 + OBO = 16 dB.
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Fig. 12: Error rate for OFDM and SC-FDE using 16-QAM
and NPA with different OBO at fixed Eb/N0 + OBO, (a) for
uncoded BER at Eb/N0 + OBO = 31 dB and (b) for coded
FER at Eb/N0 + OBO = 21 dB.
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Fig. 13: Error rate for OFDM and SC-FDE using 64-QAM
and NPA with different OBO at fixed Eb/N0 + OBO, (a) for
uncoded BER at Eb/N0 + OBO = 36 dB and (b) for coded
FER at Eb/N0 + OBO = 26 dB.

and SC-FDE for 4-QAM, 16-QAM and 64-QAM modulations,
respectively. By markers, the optimum OBO for the fixed
Eb/N0 + OBO are indicated. It can be observed, that SC-
FDE accounts for smaller optimal OBO values compared to
OFDM and the optimum OBO is reduced for coded systems.
Moreover, higher modulation alphabets requires larger optimal
OBO values. These conclusions coincide with those indicated
from the previous results without considering the power loss

4-QAM 16-QAM 64-QAM

uncoded OFDM 3dB 6dB 8.5dB
SC-FDE 1.5dB 4dB 6.5dB

coded OFDM 2dB 4.5dB 7dB
SC-FDE 0.5dB 2.5dB 4dB

TABLE I: Optimal OBO in dB for OFDM and SC-FDE using
different modulation alphabets with respect to uncoded BER
and coded FER.

by OBO. For the sake of complete comparisons, the optimal
OBO values OBOopt read from Fig. 11, Fig. 12 and Fig. 13
in different scenarios are summarized in Tab. I.
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Fig. 14: Error rate for OFDM and SC-FDE using 4-QAM,
LPA ( ) or NPA with optimal OBO ( ), (a) for uncoded
BER and (b) for coded FER.
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Fig. 15: Error rate for OFDM and SC-FDE using 16-QAM,
LPA ( ) or NPA with optimal OBO ( ), (a) for uncoded
BER and (b) for coded FER.

Using these optimal OBO values and assuming they are
consistent with the SNRs, the performances of OFDM and
SC-FDE are presented with respect to Eb/N0 + OBOopt using
4-QAM, 16-QAM and 64-QAM in Fig. 14, Fig. 15 and Fig. 16,
respectively. Note that OBOopt refers to the optimal OBO
value that is different in the x-axis in the respective scenarios.
This allows for a fair comparison of OFDM and SC-FDE as
the loss from power back-off under optimal OBO values is
considered. It is observed, that the performance loss caused by
NPA compared to the ideal case (i.e. with LPA) is enlarged for
higher modulation alphabets. Comparing the results with NPA,
SC-FDE is superior to OFDM in all uncoded cases with the
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Fig. 16: Error rate for OFDM and SC-FDE using 64-QAM,
LPA ( ) or NPA with optimal OBO ( ), (a) for uncoded
BER and (b) for coded FER.

gain decreasing as the modulation alphabet grows. It should
be noted, that SC-FDE also outperforms OFDM for coded
transmission by more than 1 dB in case of 4-QAM, although
OFDM is slightly better in the ideal case with LPA. This
indicates that practical issues from hardware impairments may
alter the preferable air interface when designing the system.

V. IQ IMBALANCE

In quadrature modulators and demodulators, the front-end
components may not completely respect the orthogonality
between the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) signal branches,
resulting in IQ imbalance characterized by an amplitude offset
ε and a phase offset ∆φ. In [16], both amplitude and phase
mismatches are assumed to be symmetric between the real part
and the imaginary part of the signal. We follow this model
here, so that the input signal xin of either a modulator at the
transmitter or a demodulator at the receiver suffering from IQ
imbalance yields the output signal

xout = (cos ∆φ+ jε sin ∆φ) xin +

(ε cos ∆φ− j sin ∆φ) x∗in
(6a)

= αxin + βx∗in . (6b)

This implies that the signal xin is interfered with its own
complex conjugate x∗in. The desired signal and the interference
signal are weighted by α and β given by

α = cos ∆φ+ jε sin ∆φ (7a)
β = ε cos ∆φ− j sin ∆φ . (7b)

Obviously, smaller amplitude and phase mismatches yield
larger |α| and smaller |β|, and therefore, the impairment from
IQ imbalance is less severe. The interference from x∗in causes
attenuation and rotation of the original signal xin, leading to
ICI for OFDM and ISI for SC-FDE transmissions [17].

As indicated above, both modulator and demodulator intro-
duce IQ imbalance. To this end, the time domain (TD) transmit
signal xTD at the transmitter and receive signal yTD at the
receiver are interfered by their respective complex conjugates,
as shown in Fig. 17 for the simplified block diagram. Therein,
αi and βi, i ∈ {t, r}, represent the weighting factors at either
the transmitter or the receiver. Equipped with this model and

IQ channel IQ

xTD αtxTD+βtx
∗
TD yTD αryTD+βry

∗
TD

Fig. 17: Simplified block diagram for illustration of incorpo-
rating IQ imbalance at both the transmitter and the receiver.

assuming x the transmit signal vector, the noise-free receive
signal vector x̂ after equalization is derived in [18], [19] and
given for OFDM transmission by

x̂ = αrαtx + βrβ
∗
tGH#x + αrβtx

# + βrα
∗
tGH#x# (8)

and for SC-FDE transmission by

x̂ =αrαtx + βrβ
∗
tF

HGH#Fx

+ αrβtx
∗ + βrα

∗
tF

HGH#Fx∗ .
(9)

Here, H and G denote the diagonal channel matrix and the
equalization matrix, respectively. F represents the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) matrix used to perform the FFT/IFFT
operations. The mirror and conjugate operator (·)# has been
defined in [18]. For an arbitrary vector a of length N , the kth
element of a# is given by a#(k) = a∗(N −k). Similarly, the
(k, `)th element of A# reads a#(k, `) = a∗(N − k,N − `)
with A denoting an arbitrary square matrix of size N × N .
It can be observed in (8) that the interference comes from
x# for OFDM, whereas it originates from x∗ for SC-FDE
as indicated by (9). Moreover, the second interference term
can be interpreted as the interference signal transmitted over
the mirrored and conjugated channel H# but equalized with
respect to the original channel [17]. As a result, a high gain
subcarrier may interfere on a low gain subcarrier located at the
other side of the spectrum, thus totally corrupting the signal
detection there.

For performance evaluation with IQ imbalance, both un-
coded BER and coded FER for OFDM and SC-FDE are
presented in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19, respectively. Different
values of amplitude and phase mismatches are considered.
It can be observed that SC-FDE is more robust against IQ
imbalance than OFDM. This is because the matrix GH#

is left and right multiplied with FH and F in the second
interference term for SC-FDE in (9). Via this operation, the
interference coming from all symbols is averaged leading to
mitigated performance degradation. However, SC-FDE suffers
from a raised error rate at high SNR due to the fact that the
MMSE equalizer is designed irrespective of the interference
caused by IQ imbalance. As a consequence, the interference is
essentially amplified with growing SNR until convergence to
that for a zero-forcing (ZF) equalizer. In coded systems, the
impairment from IQ imbalance is compensated dramatically
by channel coding for both OFDM and SC-FDE transmissions.
For example, even a phase mismatch of ∆φ = 10◦ approaches
the ideal case within 1 dB, although a raised FER is observed
at high SNR in this case.
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Fig. 18: Error rate for OFDM with IQ imbalance of different
mismatch values, (a) for uncoded BER and (b) for coded FER.
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Fig. 19: Error rate for SC-FDE with IQ imbalance of different
mismatch values, (a) for uncoded BER and (b) for coded FER.

VI. ADC RESOLUTION

In digital communication systems, ADC and digital-to-
analog converter (DAC) with finite resolution are applied
at the receiver and transmitter, respectively. On one hand,
using more quantization bits offers higher precision for signal
conversion between the digital and analog domains. On the
other hand, the power dissipation of ADC scales exponentially
with the resolution [20], i.e., adding one more quantization bit
doubles the energy cost of the ADC. To this end, investigations
are required for practical ADC designs with less quantiza-
tion while preserving the system performance. This issue is
especially important for communications at mmWave range
because large number of antennas as well as RF chains is
usually assumed for digital beamforming in this case, lead-
ing to prohibitive hardware energy cost with high-resolution
ADC/DACs. One solution to loose the constraint is performing
hybrid beamforming with much less RF chains such that the
number of required ADC/DACs is reduced significantly [21].
Alternatively, low-resolution ADC/DACs can be applied while
losing not much precision. Corresponding investigations are
related to, e.g., [22], [23], [24]. In this paper, we focus on
the single-stream transmission scenario [6] requiring one ADC
with finite resolution at the receiver and study the impact
of employing different number of quantization bits on the
system performance. Extension to MIMO setup with multiple
RF chains and impact of ADC are considered as future work.
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Fig. 20: Error rate for OFDM with ADC of different quanti-
zation bits, (a) for uncoded BER and (b) for coded FER.
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Fig. 21: Error rate for SC-FDE with ADC of different quan-
tization bits, (a) for uncoded BER and (b) for coded FER.

In Fig. 20 and Fig. 21, both uncoded BER and coded FER
for OFDM and SC-FDE using ADC with finite resolution
are presented, respectively. For these results, an ideal DAC
is assumed. Uniform quantization is used for the real part
and imaginary part of the signal separately. To avoid clipping,
the quantizer threshold is set to the peak value with the
implementation of automatic gain control (AGC). As can
be observed, SC-FDE performs much more robustly against
ADC imprecision over OFDM for uncoded transmissions
due to lower PAPR, which results in smaller quantization
steps with higher precision. Specifically, 5 quantization bits
are sufficient to reach the ideal case for SC-FDE whereas
even 6 quantization bits for OFDM result in an error floor.
Additionally, a raised BER is observed for SC-FDE until 4
quantization bits due to similar reasons for IQ imbalance in the
previous section, i.e., the quantization noise is not considered
in the MMSE equalizer. In case of coded transmission an
ADC resolution of 3 bits is sufficient for OFDM to achieve
ideal performance. For 2 quantization bits an error floor is
observed at FER = 6 · 10−3. Similar, for SC-FDE 3 bits are
sufficient to achieve ideal performance and even with 2 bits
an improved performance at low to medium SNR compared
to OFDM is achieved. However, for both cases an increase of
the FER is observed for large SNR. This effect is due to the
fact, in case of SC-FDE the quantization noise is uniformly
distributed leading to inexact LLR calculation as it does not
meet the assumption of Gaussian noise variance for the symbol



demapper. In contrast, for OFDM the effective quantization
noise follows a Gaussian distribution due to FFT operation.

VII. CONCLUSION

In the paper, the impact of hardware impairments from
phase noise (PN), non-linear power amplifiers (NPA), IQ
imbalance and analog-to-digital converter (ADC) are analyzed
and compared for both OFDM and SC-FDE transmissions in
an outdoor urban mmWave environment. Numerical results
indicate that OFDM is slightly more robust against PN than
SC-FDE. On the other hand, SC-FDE is more immune to
imprecisions caused by NPA, IQ imbalance and ADC reso-
lution. It has also been shown that although channel coding
compensates the less robustness of OFDM to a large extent,
SC-FDE still outperforms OFDM even in some coded cases.
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